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Medicine has a lot to do with diseases and conditions that affect the whole body. In this section you will learn about testing and treatment plans, including medicines used to prevent and treat a range of diseases and diseases. This mini-course is a general introduction to medieval medicine and to the value of using
manuscripts. Professor Y. So-called Langermann presents a case study based on a unique volume from the 15th century. He will not only walk the student through the basics of medical education of knowledge and practice in the Jewish Middle Ages and beyond, but he will also show how clues extracted from specific
elements of the manuscript (such as marginal notes, errors and handwriting) will allow us to learn a lot that we could not have gearned from the pristine printed version. The course consists of eight short video lectures (5-7 minutes each) that explore the fascinating highlights of extraordinary handwriting. While no prior
knowledge is needed, this course will be of most interest to advanced students of Jewish and medieval medicine studies in that it introduces a rare and fascinating medical text from the University of Pennsylvania's manuscript collection. What manuscripts can teach us that other printed works can not basic three
important medical texts Sa' īd b. Hibat Allāh, al-Mughnī fī Tadbīr al- Amrā啦 (All, what you need to manage diseases) Abū Alī Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna), al-Adwiya al-Qalbiyya (On heart medicines) Alī b. al-'Abbās al-Majūsī, al-Kāmil fī Shinā'at al-啦ibb (Complete Art of Medicine) Some basic premise of medieval Jewish medical
training and thought what paratexts are and how to read them allusions to lexicography and philology Module 1: This module introduces ideas of manuscript and code as characteristic types of historical evidence. It will also discuss the languages of the Code on the side (Penn Ms. 1649), and discuss the languages of
Jewish medical writing in the 15th century. Module 2: This module introduces a colophon, scribal note that can appear at the end of a manuscript that says when and by whom the text was copied. The co-phone comes at the end of the first text discussed in the Code: Sa' īd b. Hibat Allāh, al-Mughnī fī Tadbīr al-Amrā啦
(All you need to manage diseases), and tells us not only about the transmission of the text, but the unusual messiah poem colophon also reveals a Jewish place in a politically precarious world. Module 3: This unit continues to explore the meaning of the different physical properties of handwriting from Module 2
(Everything you need to manage diseases). Even without indices or modern apparatuses, Langermann shows how medical work, whose main goal was diagnosis and treatment, is a useful reference guide for general practitioners through a series of compositional and lettering decisions. That text has actually been useful
and used in many places for many years can be seen through wear as well as polyglot marginal glosses. Module 4: This module focuses on the text of Islamic/Persian physician and thinker Abu Alī Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna), al-Adwiya al-Qalbiyya (On cardiac medicines). Cardiology was a study of how the body handles
emotions through the vascular system. Here we see how medieval medicine fused categories such as vital spirit and body in ways alien to modern contemporary thinking. Module 5: This module focuses on the nature of aromatic treatments for heart disease in Abu Alī Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna), al-Adwiya al-Qalbiyya (About
cardiac medicines). Conversion into specifics allows deeper penetration into the work of manuscripts. We can see how the lyrics were taken away and why, and see some narrative fringe glosses. These corrections and additions allow us to see traces of linguistic shifts, translations and regional dialects, which in turn
reflect the complex social history of medicine and the transmission of texts around the medieval Mediterranean. Module 6: This module focuses on the third main medical text in this Code, written by the Persian Alī b. al-'Abbās al-Majūsī entitled al-Kāmil fī Shinā'at al-啦ibb (Complete Medical Art). This work was the most
comprehensive medical textbook of its time before the arrival of Canon of Medicine Avicenna, who took it 100 years later. Scribal decisions that move away from translation standards give advice on the origin of the scribe. Module 7: This module reflects on the code as a whole, with comments on what can be learned
from the significance of the book itself: overlooked paratextual elements such as covers and blank pages. The informal glossaries that the owner of the texts wrote on blank pages give us an amazing view of everyday language and life. Module 8: Conclusions on handwriting: its many corrections and notes are a snapshot
of how knowledge itself travels and evolves. Just like now. Get a certificate signed by an instructor with the institution logo to verify your success and increase job prospectsAd a certificate in your CV or CV, or publish it directly on LinkedInGive another incentive to complete the CourseEdX, a nonprofit, relies on certified
certificates that help fund free education for all around the world Already most of us have settled into the post – New Year's economic reality. We're just sitting here watching all those resolutions fall on the sidelines. If it's you, here's some advice: Stop wasting your time paying attention to all economic pontificating. It's
nothing but a distraction that has the potential to make 2003 just like the last - a year we would all like to forget. As experts blather about recovery, recession, double-dip recession - which you're just saying - the elephant stands quietly in the corner, unsaid: What many of us have been quietly hoping for without ever quite
saying it out loud is that the good old days a few short years ago will come back. And when they return, they will bring all their hope and promise - that we will live again in a supercharged economy that seemed impossible to find a job that offered spiritual solace in poetry and a compensation package that could handle
the second house in the country. Well, the elephant has a message for us: Forget it. It's not that we're guaranteed an economic death spiral into depression oblivion. Things aren't that bad. But things have gotten bad, and it seems even worse, for the simple reason that they used to be so good. At the height of the new-
economy phenomenon, everything about the job seemed up for good: the employee-company relationship, the definition of white-collar creativity, ownership (if you will) of means of production. All these blue-sky options have evaporated, and that's the hardest to admit. No one is talking about reinventing the idea of work
anymore, and that's like defeat. So what are we going to do? In response, imagine a four-box grid that maps out ways that you can move forward now that you've found your way around an elephant. Grow. It's extreme news that a lot of people badly need to hear. The pie-in-the-sky factor was simply out of control during
the boom years. When writing business plans became as fashionable as writing coming-of-age novels, and while every stupid idea seemed to make a millionaire guy next door, overnight success seemed not only easy to obtain, but also as some divine right. Years of sacrifice? Not. We all wanted to hit a home run our
first time up to bat, then retire before the age of 35, and then start a second career as a dabbling, high-dollar consultant. Did that kind of thing happen? For a handful, yes. Does that mean anyone can do it? Not. Is it fair that some of those who cashed in before the music stopped were bozos? Of course it's not fair. Go
through it! Adjust your expectations. Once you have admitted that the success of other people in the past means little to your future, you can return to the pre-good-old-days model of goal setting. Stop measuring your own progress against hype. If your only definition of success starts with a $3 billion company, you're in
trouble. So take a lesson from Wall Street and adjust your expectations: If your goals are aggressive but grounded in reality, then you can meet or beat them. If they depend on smoke and mirrors, you will miss them. Maybe you can put off bad news for a few quarters - but as Wall Streeters have learned, they only for a
harder fall. Recalibrate now. Restart. Start from scratch. Once you've erased away the never-never-earth fantasies that end with the movie of your life airing on HBO, you'll have a better idea of what really lies ahead. Instead of worrying about your third run, for example, you can go back to focusing on the one you
actually run (or hoping for). Or you can just clearly define your goals within someone else's company: Instead of trying to be the first middle manager to achieve rock-star fame, start simply being a great middle manager - preferably in your department, your company, or your industry. You're not going to grow up. The
possibility of a reboot sounded almost optimistic, which brings us to the last stop - your final selection of repairs. By now, you've erased all the pixie dust from your eyes, but that doesn't mean you should curl up in the corner of your cabin and start reading Dilbert's books until someone follows you and cans you. Yes,
chances are against you becoming a wild, breakout success story and song. But guess what? That's always been the case. The business world's most revered figures, from Bill Gates on the dole, almost always surpassed the overwhelming chance of getting where they are. They didn't surf easily to the top for a big
social wave of applause. In fact, they spent most of their pre-success years shouting down naysayers. Yet they persevered. It was incredibly difficult, and that's the whole point: The elephant doesn't just say it's not as easy to succeed as it used to be. He tells you it never was. Rob Walker (walker@robwalker.net) is a
writer based in New Orleans. Orleans.
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